








“Too Tedious to Mention”: Pondering the Border, Black Atlantic, and Public 




“The prejudices of  the people are stronger than law.”2 
Egerton Ryerson 
 
In 1786, an advertisement was published in the Royal Gazette by Charles McPherson, 
a well-to-do local builder and innkeeper of  the Coffeehouse on King Street in Saint 
John, New Brunswick. The advertisement listed a number of  items for sale, includ-
ing “forty-six hogsheads of  London Porter; 2 hogsheads, 4 casks and a box of  bot-
tled Ale … Tables, Chairs, Benches…” After enumerating a dozen or so items for 
sale, in the second paragraph of  the ad, McPherson also included a “Negro man 
and boy” and “a variety of  other articles too tedious to mention” for disposal.3 
McPherson’s ad provides a number of  telling details customary to the ad-
vertising of  slavery throughout Canada in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
These reveal that it was not wholly dissimilar to slavery in the United States, as many 
slaves and owners in Colonial Canada were from the American colonies and other 
parts of  the British Atlantic world. McPherson’s advertisement reveals, first, the 
compatible presence of  black enslavement and black freedom in the Maritimes, des-
pite the Earl of  Dunmore’s 1775 Proclamation promising emancipation to enslaved 
black people owned by American revolutionaries. 4 It also demonstrates Canada’s 
participation in an ongoing global project of  subjugating and dispersing African 
and African-descended peoples: the trade of  enslaved black people throughout the 
British Empire and the wider Atlantic world was permitted until 1808, and England 
transported more slaves across the Atlantic than any other nation.5 The advertise-
ment also reveals the understanding that white settlers, slaveholders, and townspeo-
ple alike shared in the belief  that black children could be ethically disposed of  as 
chattel—owned, traded, bequeathed, sold away, and eternally separated from their 
kin as “tables, chairs, benches.”  
 Finally, as a slave owner, McPherson lists no intent or demand to sell both 
the “Negro Man and boy”—perhaps a father and his son—so that they remained 
together. Black children, akin to the unremarkable items listed, constituted an in-
significance “too tedious to mention.” This ontological limitation was both imagined 
and exacted upon them by their white owners, and this dissonant view of  black 
children as distinct from white children would be seen beyond the bounds of  slav-
ery: in the context of  public schooling practices throughout the Maritimes, Upper 
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Canada, and other territories of  pre-Confederate Canada.6  
This article draws a connection between black enslavement, migration, 
and public schooling segregation in Canada between the 1770s and 1860s, and also 
offers a reflection upon black presence, the border, and the meaning of  emancipa-
tion in colonial Canada. This temporal frame marks the largest migrations of  black 
peoples to Canada from the United States in the nineteenth century. The article is 
interested, particularly, in tensions that are raised by black peoples—some legally 
free, others enslaved—in their movement towards something they believed to be 
“freer” than their lives in the United States, and the great conundrum that their 
presence in Canada created: black people followed the North Star, seeking refuge 
in a new land, yet were met with a web of  racial discrimination that broadly impacted 
all areas of  their lives. 
Grounded in an ongoing study of  the overlapping histories of  slavery, mi-
gration, and settlement within Canada prior to the Civil War, the article proposes a 
reading of  historical black presence in Canada that centers these subjects alongside 
a cotemporary reality of  public schooling segregation and violence reserved for 
black children.7  Specifically, I consider these histories—often expressed through 
the discursive language of  emancipation—in relation to the history of  anti-black 
public schooling segregation that met the large-scale arrivals of  black free and en-
slaved peoples in the late-eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth centuries. 
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a myriad of  strategies con-
nected to empire, nation building, and the making of  whiteness kept black people 
“on the move” within Canada. The law presented one conundrum to black people 
seeking freedom within a new nation. Geographic displacement, as evidenced by 
an intent to segregate and scatter black people elsewhere—as in, for example, Pres-
ton and Hammonds Plains—presented another.8 Public schooling, with its long his-
torical arc of  de facto and de jure exclusion, served as an illustrative nexus—a meeting 
place—for Canada’s responsive racism to black migration and black emancipation.  
Without overlooking the radical tactics of  agency exercised by black mi-
grants, fugitives, and freeborn people transiting to and through Canada—strategies 
of  physical resistance, fugitivity, ongoing small and large-scale migrations, litigation, 
narrative—this article is concerned primarily with the impossibilities of  permanence 
and place-making that confronted black presence within Canada and insisted upon 
its removal, and where this was untenable, effectively fostered its segregation.9 
Strategies of  displacement or “displaceness,” along with “racialized structures of  
freedom,” sustained a metamigration of  black peoples transited four, five, or even 
six times prior to the Civil War.10 This stream of  black movement, I argue, bedevils 
an emphasis on permanence, place, and homemaking often suggested within the 
historiographies of  the Underground Railroad, black settlement in Upper Canada 
and the Maritimes, and discourses of  emancipation in Upper Canada, Lower 
Canada, and the Maritimes.11 In part, this article suggests a new lexicon which better 
encapsulates the flux of  black life during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: 
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symbols that contain a history of  black agency and aspiration, but also language 
that narrates a complex assemblage of  ongoing captivity, unfinished migration, and 
racialized displacement both within and outside of  the nation.12 This article and its 
lexicon consider prior works that trouble the notion of  Canadian innocence, but 
also attempt to think through the overlapping histories of  slavery, migration, and 
settlement as sites that fostered a web of  continuous captivity and displacement for 
black peoples. For black children, schooling specifically served as a site where such 
violence was meted out and, over time, flourished.  
What happens when Canada’s history of  de jure and de facto racism in public 
schooling is brought into conversation with the history of  black migration? This 
reframing, I insist, better communicates black peoples’ historical relationship with 
Canada and the Atlantic world, one that has not been centred in discussions of  the 
history of  public schooling for black children in Canada. While scholars have chal-
lenged the narrative of  the Underground Railroad as both idealistic and linear, there 
has been little focus on the structural experience of  anti-black schooling exclusion, 
its intentional design, and such violence as central to the story of  black migration 
following the North Star.  
This article is divided into two main sections. In the first section, I discuss 
black migration and propose three subject areas for sharpening the scholarly rela-
tionship between black migration and schooling in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, while engaging with numerous foundational historical works. Where nec-
essary for context, I briefly detail their historiographies or refer to their sources in 
the footnotes. In the second section, I discuss the history of  public schooling vio-
lence in the late eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth centuries for black children 
arriving in Upper Canada/Canada West and the Maritimes. The history of  anti-
black schooling segregation has been well detailed and debated over the last three 
decades of  scholarship on the subject. Adding to this conversation, I am interested 
in centring the relationship between black migration and schooling, and framing 
public schooling as a pivotal site of  betrayal for black families who journeyed north-
ward with a primary desire of  access to formal education. I highlight the trial Wash-
ington v. The Trustees of  School No. 14 as a case study that encapsulates the realities 
faced by black litigants who were directed toward the judicial system to contest their 
schooling exclusion. I conclude with some thoughts on the ways that the law effec-
tively frustrated the desires and efforts for emancipation held by black families, in 
the context of  education. Given the intricacies of  racial violence, I also discuss the 
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I. 
 
In his major work on black migration, The Making of  African America: The Four Great 
Migrations, historian Ira Berlin frames black migratory life as bound by a “contra-
puntal narrative.” He employs the term “rootedness” to express a black agency of  
belonging in the context of  personal and material “attachments” within a geo-
graphic frame, specifically the US South.13 For many who migrated northward as 
fugitives after the Civil War or retreated from “the epicenter of  black life” at the 
beginning of  the twentieth century, the “new opportunities and new freedoms,” as 
Berlin attested, “could never replace what had been left behind” in the US South.14 
What was “left behind” entailed clear bonds of  kinship, but also an attachment to 
geography and topography that lands elsewhere could not provide—“no chinaberry 
trees, no pecan trees”—and a profound nostalgia for tastes and sounds that could 
not be replicated. Between the years 1861 and 1871, the black population in Canada 
West /Ontario decreased by 22 percent, with the majority returning to the United 
States.15 This fact is not raised to suggest that most returned to the US South—as 
we understand currently, most did not.16 Rather, it is raised to name the sacred at-
tachment to place and family that Berlin describes to classify the migration of  black 
peoples within the United States and north of  its borders. Still, for Berlin, black 
“rootedness” did not specify a physical presence in one place nor fixedness, and it 
did “not refer to immobilization.”17 
In the context of  a study of  black Canada, Berlin’s descriptions raise a set 
of  inquiries regarding black migration to and within Canada. Where within Canada 
did black peoples’ experience of  migration denote a “rootedness” regarding “shared 
attachments” to land and geography in the nineteenth century? What were the free-
dom costs for black people migrating or forcibly brought to Canada who lived multi-
displacement and, when untenable, were segregated? What other histories, 
subjectivities, and intergenerational impoverishments are buried beneath a story of  
ongoing displacement—of  metamigration—in relation to black Canada?18  
I do not, albeit, attempt to answer these questions directly, but raise them 
now as heuristics. Rather, I consider three subject areas for framing the relationship 
between black migration and schooling in the period: the stark experience upon ar-
rival; the irony of  Revolutionary discourse in relation to this experience; and finally, 
the forces that compelled black people to depart from Canada and migrate into the 
Atlantic world after arrival.  
 
Arrival 
The constraints imposed upon black life in the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies are visible whether black migration northward occurred as fugitivity or in an-
other fashion during the American Revolution or the War of  1812. They are also 
visible whether the site of  arrival was the Atlantic colonies of  British North Amer-
ica, Upper Canada, or New France/Lower Canada—all slaveholding territories 
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within the nation, historically.19 In his discussion of  the Revolutionary War and the 
War of  1812, Harvey A. Whitfield writes, “the British offered physical freedom to 
American slaves willing to abandon their patriot owners.”20 Yet, it would be egre-
gious to view Loyalist promises of  black freedom during these wars with benevo-
lence or abolitionist intent.21 Instead, black freedom was a carrot, and promises of  
emancipation outside of  the United States were, decidedly, “tactics [employed by 
the British] to defeat the United States” in its imperial wars in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, as well as part of  a “settler colonial impulse” that 
“drove and shaped racial geographies of  freedom.”22 Whitfield’s work is crucial for 
understanding the profound hope “for stable families, independent farming, and 
freedom of  movement” that black migrants held, as against what was experienced 
and extended upon arrival after the Revolution and War of  1812.23  
Black migration to the Maritimes in the eighteenth and nineteenth cent-
uries was not the project of  fugitivity, settlement, and freedom, as is popularly un-
derstood. Rather, its terminus underscores “those forms of  captivity which 
sometimes promised kinship, only to be transformed” into chattel slavery and other 
technologies of  captivity.24 In addition to the conditions Whitfield describes in the 
Maritimes after the Revolution and the War of  1812, it was not uncommon for the 
black enslaved and re-enslaved to be sold away by their owners to the West Indies, 
where their bodies garnered much higher profits on “sugar or coffee plantations 
with high mortality rates.”25 Whitfield succinctly describes experiences of  ongoing 
captivity in the Maritimes after the Revolution: 
 
Re-enslavement, the expansion of  slavery, fear of  sale to the 
West Indies, the spectre of  living in a society with slaves, brutal 
forms of  indentured servitude, and inequality were as definitive 
to the African and African American experience in the Maritimes 
as the hopes of  freedom that accompanied the black Loyalist 
migrants to His Majesty’s northern possessions.26  
 
Discourse 
Black migration also signifies the nation’s exemption of  humanity for black peoples 
arriving during the very periods that revolutions successively unfolded around the 
globe in undertakings that further crystalized the notion of  the human. By this, I 
do not mean to excise the agencies of  black peoples who constitute what Paul Gilroy 
refers to as the Black Atlantic, nor ignore the ways that black survival and creativity 
produced a “counterculture of  modernity.”27 Rather, I position black migration to 
Canada during the Revolutionary period as a heuristic that ties Canada’s relationship 
to the rest of  the colonial world, whereby black peoples were clearly marked as “ex-
ceptions to” the notion of  the human.28 The period following the American Revo-
lution “ironically reinvigorated the slave trade,” wrote Berlin, and the “paradox of  
a revolution,” historian David Brion Davis insisted, was in the rhetorical power that 
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“seemed to challenge slavery, but in fact entrenched and strengthened it.”29 Labeling 
this paradox “the perishability of  Revolutionary time,” Davis concluded that the 
all-important legacy of  humanist and natural-rights ideologies were left “open to 
very radical interpretations and applications” that explicitly excluded black peoples 
globally—both enslaved and free.30 Jamaican philosopher Sylvia Wynter invoked 
the term “lay humanist” to highlight what should constitute the profound limits of  
the intellectual legacies of  those who, on the one hand, asserted liberties and natural 
rights for whites, and on the other hand, consolidated the Other as property—as 
mere chattel.31 Philosopher Charles W. Mills positions a critique of  political liberal-
ism, squarely, as the progeny of  the Revolutionary period in the eighteenth century. 
He writes,  
 
John Locke invests in African slavery and justifies aboriginal ex-
propriation; Immanuel Kant turns out to be one of  the pioneer-
ing theorists of  modern “scientific” racism; Georg Hegel’s World 
Spirit animates the (very material and non-spiritual) colonial en-
terprise; and John Stuart Mill, employee of  the British East India 
Company, denies the capacity of  barbarian races in their 
“nonage” to rule themselves.32 
Insisting upon the marked persistence of  this history in the present, he adds, “the 
way in which contemporary liberalism is still compromised by race is, in my opinion, 
in the failure to rethink itself  in the light of  this history.”33 
The Revolutionary period also coincided with ongoing global debates 
about abolition. Yet, “the American Revolution,” historian Christopher Brown 
writes, “did not cause abolitionism in Britain. It neither moved men and women to 
act nor indicated what, specifically, they should do” about black enslavement.34 
While the Society for Effecting the Abolition of  the Slave Trade was established in 
1787, Brown describes its founding and subsequent activism as, “odd rather than 
inevitable, a peculiar institution rather than the inevitable outcome of  moral and 
cultural progress” arising from the rhetoric and values of  the Revolution. English 
abolitionism, he clarifies, began with ameliorationist goals “aimed to make slavery 
more human or Christian,” rather than with the full emancipation of  the black en-
slaved. The pathway to abolition in England hardly had the “welfare of  the en-
slaved” as its commanding aspiration.35 
 
Diaspora 
Black migration to Canada also signifies the “diaspora within diaspora” that the 
continual movement and geographic dispersal of  black peoples borne of  slavery, 
racial violence, and ongoing discrimination made in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries.36 Kenneth Donovan’s work detailed the community of  418 enslaved in 
Cape Breton (then, Île Royale) from 1713 to 1815—a group that importantly, in-
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creased in number over time and formed one of  the most culturally and geograph-
ically diverse groups of  enslaved people in North America.37 In addition to the di-
verse ethnicities of  enslaved peoples from French colonies in the West Indies and 
West Africa, Cape Breton also became a bustling market for products from the 
Caribbean. After the Revolution, Loyalist slave owners “replicated most aspects of  
slavery as in New England and the Middle Colonies” as they settled in the Maritimes, 
as well as Upper and Lower Canada.38 As such, the sight of  the black enslaved was 
both unsurprising and accepted within the Maritimes, as well as other parts of  
Canada. William Riddell documented the presence of  the black enslaved in Upper 
Canada before and after the Revolution, and Afua Cooper has written that “many 
prominent Loyalists brought their slaves with them” to Upper Canada after the Rev-
olution.39 This was the same in Lower Canada, where significant numbers of  black 
people were brought to the (Missisquoi) Eastern Township region after 1783.40  
Regarding systems of  nineteenth-century Transatlantic trade, Nelson has 
detailed the coupled points of  exchange between the coast of  New France, the 
Maritimes, and the British Caribbean that supported the global industrialization of  
sugar and other metropolitan staples, as well as cargoes of  Creole slaves.41 These 
well-established routes were convincingly cited to first gain the assent of  Louis XIV 
in 1689 for the importation of  slaves to New France, despite his majesty’s wariness 
“that Africans would not be able to withstand the climate” of  New France.42 In ad-
dition to the importation of  black people as chattel to the Maritimes and New 
France, Nelson adds, “Canadian merchants [widely] participated within the more 
normative forms of  plantation slavery through their commercial investments in 
tropical colonies, which produced products like sugar.”43 “So extensive was the trade 
in rum and molasses” between Cape Breton and the West Indies, Donovan writes, 
“that by the 1750s, the value of  Ile Royale sugar products rivalled the value of  the 
colony’s codfish production.”44 In Upper and Lower Canada and the Maritimes, 
“pre-existing structures of  black labour exploitation, racism, and trade connections 
to the West Indies,” a crucial Transatlantic connection, were well established.45 Whit-
field notes, “for more than a century before the Loyalist arrival, the Maritimes was 
intimately connected through trade, migration, and slavery with the greater Atlantic 
world.”46 As Charmaine Nelson has described, arriving to Canada marked a second 
or third migration and often signified a fourth or fifth in the waiting, given that 
black peoples were transported to and from numerous locations, fled northward, 
and migrated beyond colonial and national borders in search of  a freedom greater 
than the protracted experiences of  segregation, dispossession, and enforced poverty 
that Canada provided.47  
Historian Ikuko Asaka argues that the periods coinciding with the largest 
black migrations to Canada failed to ever constitute a “freedom of  residence.”48 As 
one example, white resistance to black presence in Halifax pushed at least 1200 to 
emigrate to Sierra Leone in 1792 and 1800, in search of  an emancipation more than 
the racial hatred and forced poverty they encountered.49 In 1821, 95 blacks who 
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settled in Nova Scotia after the War of  1812 faced such intense hardships and dis-
crimination that they decided to depart for Trinidad, despite an entrenched practice 
of  slavery on the island.50 In addition to the decisions that black people made to 
continually depart the Maritimes in the early nineteenth century, the stream of  fugi-
tivity in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that Nelson and Whitfield detail in 
their extensive examinations of  runaway ads in New France and the Maritimes, re-
spectively, also attests to the sustained violence in the lives of  black peoples within 
Canada.51  
Asaka’s work begs for greater attention to the racial and biological deter-
minism that naturalized the removal of  black peoples to tropical climates, and that 
fostered geographic segregation as a way to intentionally exclude black people from 
settler colonial projects and a white settler yeomanry in North America’s temperate 
climates. In addition to black displacement to sterile farmlands in Preston and Ham-
monds Plains, Nova Scotia, after the Revolution and War of  1812, strategic pro-
cesses of  black dislocation through colonization schemes integral to Canada’s settler 
aspirations elicit a reimagining of  “black emancipation” in North America and the 
Atlantic world.52 With a greater focus on black life transplanted beyond Canada’s 
borders in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, one is reminded that it was 
the transnationalization of  an emergent black subjugation—and specifically, the At-
lantic dispersal of  black peoples after the Revolutionary period—that provided a 
“constitutive moment for modernity.”53 As such, Canada, too, must be centred and 
studied as an incubator that uniquely contributed to this process.  
White resistance and black un-freedom marked the terminus upon arrival 
to Canada in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and such resistance to black 
life also compelled migration southward. To date, relatively little is known about 
the reverse migrations of  black families and communities from Canada to the 
United States in the nineteenth century. The Niagara border, Afua Cooper writes, 
was a common route of  escape for enslaved blacks fleeing Canada in the nineteenth 
century. “So pervasive was the flight of  enslaved African North Americans from 
Ontario to the United States,” Cooper explained, “that slave owners petitioned the 
government to take action” to help prevent their escape.54 Of  the 500 enslaved who 
lived in Upper Canada amongst Loyalist families after the Revolution, Gregory Wig-
more notes that historians “rarely mention that many found freedom by crossing 
the border to the United States.”55 As one pertinent example, Wigmore describes 
Pennsylvania Loyalist and Amherstburg slaveholder Matthew Elliott, whose 60 
slaves disappeared as fugitives so quickly beginning in 1806 that by 1814, his will 
ultimately listed no slaves as chattel.56 Black peoples who arrived free and as fugitives 
regularly fled to the US during and after the Civil War.57 Such incessant flight, Nel-





So then, to study black migration in the late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth 
centuries is to also study Canada’s position within the transatlantic slave trade; to 
ponder seriously Canada as a colony and, potentially, a metropole within the Atlantic 
world; to look closely upon “the much-wider phenomenon of  slavery in the Loyalist 
world after the American Revolution”; and finally, to trace the metamigration of  
black people who remained continually “on the move” within and outside of  the 
bounds of  Canada in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.58 As black Canadian 
poet M. NourbeSe Philip has written: “it is a space—this space called Canada—en-
larged by appetite—salted, east coast cod is sent to the Caribbean to feed the bodies 
of  enslaved africans; in return hogsheads of  rum are shipped back to the east coast 
for free europeans.”59 
The term “bleeding border,” now, is an attempt to call attention to three 
subjects at the heart of  black migration within Canada in the late eighteenth and 
early to mid-nineteenth centuries: the arrival and ongoing restraints upon freedom 
that black people experienced within Canada; the “lay humanism” extended to black 
life in Canada and around the world in the aftermath of  the revolutionary periods; 
and the formation of  diaspora in the black Atlantic in the Maritimes, the Bahamas, 
England, and elsewhere after the Revolution, as well as the making of  “diaspora 
within diaspora” in other places in the Atlantic world. It is an attempt to disentangle 
nuanced stories of  black agency from the long arc of  racial violence that determined 
location for black peoples migrating to and through Canada; it is also an effort to 
formulate the presence and experiences of  black peoples in Canada beginning in 
the eighteenth century, as Katherine McKittrick writes, as wholly unsurprising. 60 
Finally, it is an attempt to reposition a study of  the history of  public 
schooling segregation within a theoretical framework that centres the history of  
black migration, forced dispersal, and the nation’s response, whereby Canada 
mapped out its own anti-black schooling policies while closely, apprehensively, at-
tending to black migration and increasingly contentious political debates in the US 
that promoted the expansion of  slavery. This is where a history about black school-
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II. 
 
In 1854, George Washington, a well-to-do black farmer who owned 50 acres of  
land, sued the trustees of  School Number 14 in Charlotteville, West, Canada for 
redrawing zoning lines to intentionally exclude his son, Solomon—aged sixteen or 
seventeen—from the only school near his home.61 Washington was born in the US 
and fled to Canada West sometime prior to 1852, as his name appeared in the census 
in the same year as a resident of  district number five in Charlotteville.62 As Afua 
Cooper has noted, Washington owned a significant acreage and worked as an inde-
pendent farmer—a status that superseded many of  his white neighbours.63 In 1852, 
Washington’s experiences as freeman, landholder, and litigant were exceptional to 
Canada West, as black people in the US in 1852—including those legally free—
would not have been able to live as freely prior to 1865. As the narratives of  those 
arriving in Canada West during the period also make clear, black people undertook 
the tremendous risk of  fleeing north with the primary expectations in mind of  own-
ing their labour and accessing formal education. At times, the narratives indicate 
education as the principal aspiration for migration. Henry Johnson, who arrived in 
Canada in 1851 from Massillion, Ohio, left behind a well-paying profession, ex-
tended family, and stable community after his daughter—an advanced learner who 
outpaced her white classmates—was expelled from her school by “white noblemen 
who thought it wouldn’t do” to have a black girl advancing in “the higher classes, 
among the ladies.” “I came to Buxton to educate my children,” he explained. 64 
William Grouse also fled the US in 1851 and settled in St. Catherines, Ontario. Ed-
ucation for his children was primary in his decision to flee. “I have no education 
myself,” he said, “but I don’t intend to let my children come up as I did. I have but 
two, and instead of  making servants out of  them, I’ll give them a good education.”65    
             In Canada West, however, white trustees and educators regularly excluded 
black children from local schools, and they were protected in doing so by Section 
19 (the “Separate School Provision”) of  the Common School Act of  1850, whether 
or not alternative separate schools actually existed for black children.66 White citizens 
in Canada West commonly used de facto discriminatory practices, such as gerryman-
dering, to blindly justify racial exclusion in the context of  schooling. As a study in 
the stark limitations of  jurisprudence, the law also often permitted discriminatory 
measures against black children in decisions that weaponized race-neutral language 
against black litigants.  
In his decision regarding Solomon Washington, Chief  Justice John Bev-
erley Robinson, a wealthy “scion of  a Virginia slave holding family,” concluded that 
Solomon had a right to attend the white school closest to his home—a decision he 
would render inconsistently for other black families during his time on the bench.67 
A few years prior, Robinson rendered a decision in Hill v. Camden that rejected a 
black father’s request for admission to a local school, insisting that his children must 
attend a segregated school four miles away under the law.68 In his narrowly worded 
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decision in the Washington case, Robinson stated that for Solomon Washington to 
attend the school closest to his home was permissible, but only given the failure of  
an existing separate school for black children near his home. It is telling that in the 
final lines of  his decision, Justice Robinson noted that the legislative intent of  the 
Separate School Provision was to provide for the creation of  separate schools by 
white or black families for “coloured children.”69 Justifying his decision in the pre-
sent case as against this intent, he added that “the legislature does seem to have 
meant, though reluctantly, to give way so far to any prejudices that may exist in the 
minds of  white inhabitants, as to allow of  the establishment of  separate schools 
for the coloured people, if  thought expedient.”70 While he held that excluding black 
children from integrated schools was not permissible in the absence of  a racially 
segregated separate school, the decision affirmed his willingness to blindly adhere 
to the legislative intent of  the Common School Act. Most significantly, his holding 
signalled the power of  judicial discretion to produce what critical legal theorist Kim-
berlé Crenshaw refers to as an “infinite flexibility” in such cases where racial dis-
crimination is central.71 As contemporary legal scholars have well detailed in the 
context of  implicit bias and the legal system, discretion—such as the kind shown 
by Justice Robinson—is the site where bias becomes practice.72 Building on the 
work of  Charles W. Mills, who writes that the history of  the transatlantic slave trade 
and practice of  black enslavement made the “normed human … a loaded signifier,” 
education scholar Zeus Leonardo has described the normative meaning for “stu-
dent” in the context of  public schooling.73 Simply, he argues, public schooling serves 
as a site where the negative historical treatment and perceptions of  black enslaved 
children show up as strict deviations from the normative conception of  “student” 
and account, in great part, for the radically disparate treatment experienced by black 
learners.74 A similar historical reality in Canada, I insist, also begat the category of  
“subpersonhood” for black children and produced a “racially valenced construc-
tion” in public schooling for black students throughout Canada, beginning with 
their arrival.75 It is telling that James Walker, in the final chapter of  The Black Loyalists, 
writes that the education provided to the children of  the formerly enslaved after 
their arrival to the Maritimes in the late eighteenth century “was specifically intended 
to prepare them” for a lifetime of  social inferiority and servitude.76  
Washington v. The Trustees of  School No. 14 is historically significant because 
it encapsulates a much larger narrative about the relationship between black migra-
tion to Canada and the effective “birdcage of  discrimination” that created new, ge-
ography-bound conditions of  captivity for black peoples—and here specifically, 
black children—who had fled or been transported from the United States.77 This 
case is important, as well, because it represents a historical pattern of  public school-
ing in Canada prior to 1855, whereby segregated schooling for black children was 
the norm in the Maritimes and Upper Canada. Beginning in the early nineteenth 
century, segregated schooling for black children worked in tandem with the law to 
fashion a birdcage of  effective, emergent technologies of  exclusion, violence, and 
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inferior education that persisted in Upper Canada, the Maritimes, and elsewhere for 
over a century.78 Winks documents the de facto segregation practices that persisted, 
beginning in 1796, in the Maritimes. As black families settled in Halifax and Saint 
John, Winks writes, black students were overwhelmingly segregated “because white 
parents would not allow their children to mix with them.”79 Winks also details the 
anti-black schooling segregation that coincided with early black settlement in Upper 
Canada in the 1830s. This trend of  systemic exclusion reached its height in 1850. 
In the ensuing decade, black parents in Canada West sent over twenty petitions to 
the Education Department requesting admission for their children in common 
schools after they had been denied.80  
In 1855, despite the absence of  chattel slavery in Canada, its “afterlife” 
was present in the context of  public schooling.81 While black parents challenged 
the law and other forms of  schooling violence against their children by bringing 
lawsuits, case outcomes were inconsistent and did not eradicate widespread school-
ing segregation throughout the nineteenth century. Indeed, schooling segregation 
and inferior schooling for black children persisted for over 100 years and well into 
the twentieth century.82 The 1854 case of  young Solomon Washington—outwardly 
one about racial discrimination, agency, and black resistance—also narrates an unat-
tended tension of  insurgency and betrayal for black migrants like George Wash-
ington and his family. Solomon’s story is replicated throughout the Maritimes and 
Upper Canada after the American Revolution, and following the War of  1812. It is 
a story archived through court records, case law, official documents, and the narra-
tives of  black people migrating to Canada before the Civil War.83 A study of  the 
history of  public schooling exposes its relationship to the histories of  black migra-
tion and the continual flight of  black peoples through Canada and into the Atlantic 
world. It also troubles the meaning of  “border” for black peoples arriving to the 
nation from the late eighteenth century until the Civil War. Succinctly, a study of  
public schooling segregation as a site of  violence for black children both illuminates 
the betrayal of  arrival for black families and begs for a more expansive reading of  
the meaning of  the border for black peoples entering Canada in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries.84   
Throughout the nineteenth century, anti-black schooling segregation ef-
fectively supplanted access to equal and stable schooling for black children in 
Canada. George Washington, whose teenage son was denied access to the school 
within his home community, was able to litigate successfully against his exclusion. 
However, Washington’s case was not the norm, as most black parents were neither 
able to use the time-consuming and costly strategy of  litigation as a form of  resis-
tance, nor consistently obtain decisions in their favour when litigation was pursued. 
Washington was unique both as a litigant and victor when he won his case, and the 
language employed by Judge Robinson in his holding created an intentionally narrow 
precedent for subsequent black applicants—one that fostered no clear precedent 
against schooling segregation and one that, importantly, preserved tremendous ju-
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dicial discretion for similar future cases.  
During this same period that the common school system institutionalized 
its segregation of  black children, black people migrated northward and through the 
Maritimes and Upper Canada with clearly formed ideas about what constituted their 
freedom. In addition to an expectation of  physical autonomy, education was the 
most important, the most formative desire, in black people’s understanding of  full 
emancipation—one underscored in their own recorded narratives.85 For most black 
families, however, this desire was not realized, and this failure recast the notion of  
emancipation within a new nation. Within the historiography of  schooling segre-
gation in Canada, the story of  Solomon Washington in Washington v. The Trustees of  
School No. 14 represents a singular moment, a fleeting, yet actualized story of  school-
ing access that one father’s persistence made possible. Yet, Solomon’s story also 
highlights both the “infinite flexibility” of  the law that continually worked to eclipse 
assertions of  black agency in the context of  schooling access, as well as an impos-
sibility of  freedom that his story, in the end, symbolized for most black families in 
Canada.  
As Crenshaw has argued in the context of  segregation-focused jurispru-
dence in the US, the law, with its constitution of  formal equality, often presents an 
imaginary “choice” when legislation bears no clear language of  racial discrimina-
tion.86 Such laws, she insists, nonetheless remain beholden to a race-specific logic 
that produces seemingly distinct conclusions (or holdings) from one case to another 
where racial discrimination is a central trial issue. In her analysis of  the deceptive 
logic at work in the 1896 US case of  Plessy v. Ferguson, for instance, she describes 
the “infinite flexibility” of  colourblindness at work within the law that allowed a 
court, draped in the language of  legal rationalism, to sidestep the gross material 
disparities caused by racial segregation by employing a concept she terms “sym-
metrical treatment.”87 As Crenshaw explains, the application of  this concept per-
mitted the US Supreme Court to conclude that dirty, inferior train cars for black 
passengers were sufficiently “symmetrical” to the clean, quiet cars provided for 
white passengers by relegating the personal experience of  inequality—the incon-
veniences of  heat, noise, and coal filth—“privately knowable” and, therefore, un-
knowable by the judiciary. Individual experiences of  materially inferior amenities 
were relegated to the private, rather than social or public sphere. Additionally, the 
Supreme Court held that “there was nothing [on the face of  the law] that warranted 
the interpretation of  an intent to imply [racial] inferiority.”88 This false equivalency, 
Crenshaw argued, powerfully legitimized the notion of  “symmetrical treatment” as 
constitutive of  formal equality and thus allowed for the reasoned and facile subju-
gation of  black people within the legal system.89  
In Canada, one also finds a symmetry constitutive of  formal equality, 
which consistently and rationally produced grossly unequal social outcomes for 
black school children. Formal equality preserved Section 19 of  the Common School 
Act and permitted segregated schooling for black children well into the twentieth 
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century. Regarding the material realities of  separate schools in Upper Canada and 
the Maritimes, Winks concluded that the schools and “the education received … 
could hardly have been regarded as equal” to what was provided for white child-
ren.90 
One important effect of  the formal equality embedded in Section 19 of  
the Common School Act is the manner in which it effectively supplanted an analysis 
of  systemic discrimination with a discourse of  personal responsibility for black par-
ents. In the context of  Section 19, it was discursively and legally acceptable for white 
Canadians and courts to shift parents’ claims of  racial discrimination away from 
the fact of  structural inequality, and to instead chastise the “failures” of  black par-
ents for not adhering to the letter of  the law. So, in other words, black parents were 
culpable in their refusals to send their children to schools the law authorized white 
citizens to provide for them, and they were also culpable in failing to create racially 
segregated schools of  their own. As critical theorist Sunera Thobani has argued, 
the specific failure to exercise rights that are naturalized by a nation state—here, 
access to segregated common schools—casts legal subjects as “ingrates,” who insist 
upon “special treatment and special rights” for demands that exceed perceived nor-
mative bounds of  justice.91 Some of  the earliest respectability discourses directed 
at black Canadians may be witnessed during this period, as white residents, trustees, 
and politicians used the failures of  black parents in “conforming to the law” to 
delegitimize and invalidate the social right of  protest in the context of  unequal 
schooling strata. The discourse of  personal responsibility, coupled with the formal 
reliance on the law, truly created an impossible, futile position for most black parents 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—especially those who ultimately brought 
lawsuits as legal remedy.  
Though a successful litigant, George Washington was finally forced to sell 
his family’s farm to pay for the high court costs associated with his son’s trial. This 
loss and the family’s subsequent impoverishment undoubtedly served as a sharp de-
terrent to other poor and neighbouring families, whose children were similarly ex-
cluded from schools that offered sufficient amenities and regular funding. After 
Washington’s loss, he relocated his family 150 kilometers north to Wellington 
County, where he worked as a common day labourer to support his family.92 Signif-
icantly, his case failed to arrest the practice of  racial gerrymandering in Canada. In-
deed, the racial gerrymandering practiced against the Washington family in 
Charlotteville in 1854 remained a common practice throughout Canada and ulti-
mately became a bedrock of  schooling segregation practices throughout the United 
States—one that persists still, as the recent work of  journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones 








For decades, historians and other scholars who study slavery and black 
presence in Canada in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have debated the 
meaning of  the border for black migrants.94 In the opening pages of  his scholarly 
monograph about black migration north after the War of  1812, Harvey Whitfield 
locates the border between the US and Canada as a site that black migrants in the 
early nineteenth century used to distinguish themselves from the conditions they 
left behind, but also to connect their understandings of  “emancipation, migration, 
and memory” with their former home.95 In short, he concludes, “the border served 
as a reified demarcation between slavery and freedom” and a site that “connected 
the expatriates with events and persons in their former homeland.”96 Historian 
Daniel Hill notably refers to black peoples crossing the border in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries as “freedom seekers.”97 Other historians who study the 
migration of  black peoples to Canada in the nineteenth century have described the 
border and its surrounding geography as a “fluid frontier” or “permeable.”98 His-
torian Nora Faires describes the border as permeable, yet also “vivid, thick, and sat-
urated with meaning.”99 In her discussion of  the International Underground 
Railroad Memorial in Detroit, Faires proposes a number of  metaphors for the De-
troit River border separating Canada from the United States. For her, the watery 
border signifies the “River Jordan”; a pathway for “freedom seekers”; and also a 
symbolic location that “fits more comfortably into the Canadian national counter 
narrative” of  itself  as a safe haven for oppressed black migrants.100 
All of  these characterizations signify the migration of  black people moving 
north, crossing and re-crossing the Detroit River border and, as Smardz Frost and 
Smith Tucker suggest, “denote the highly transnational nature of  black life” in 
North America. This article, in conclusion, now proposes a frame that better en-
capsulates the deeply fraught relationship between black migration and the border, 
as well as the prolongation of  hardship and displacement that black presence within 
Canada garnered in the late-eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth centuries.101 Any 
story about black migration and fugitivity is also a story about black agency and a 
well imagined “escape route for life,” as theorists Nandita Sharma and Cynthia 
Wright have described.102 Berlin describes black migration in North America as a 
process of  becoming, refining “definitions of  blackness,” and symbolizing more 
than an experience of  subjugation “because it suggested the possibility of  escape 
from a place.”103 As Isabel Wilkerson’s work reminds, black migration is intentional 
movement away from something aiming to radically diminish or kill it.104 I insist 
that black migration is a movement guided, also, with the blessing of  bones, of  an-
cestors, elders, those too old, too fixed, too fragile to journey by train or by foot. 
And so, in the histories and narratives of  black people migrating north, imagining 
a greater freedom, mapping out “an escape route for life,” there is already something 
fundamentally agential—something perpetually alive, risking harm and finality in 
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the design-making of  one’s life.  
We have “Canadian Canaan” stories that detail a history of  the nation’s 
relationship to black migrants in the late eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth 
centuries. Yet, we have few works detailing black migration to Canada beginning 
with the American Revolution that both imagine the border as a complex site of  
longing and memory and that also detail what impact—what ongoing captivity of  
black life—the terminus had on a people who risked everything for a haven of  
safety, a haven that, as Faires describes, also made Canada’s “counter narrative” res-
olute.105 Frequently absent is the positioning of  the border in relation to black peo-
ples continually “on the move” after arrival, as well as a sharp focus on the forces 
that accounted for a dispersal of  black life away from Canada and into the Atlantic 
world.106 Also absent is a framing of  the border that captures the dreams and dis-
appointments that met black families and their children within the historiography 
of  Canada’s long history of  anti-black schooling segregation. To centre these stories, 
I insist, is to witness and attend to the subjective lives of  those in constant move-
ment — those subjects who fail to neatly fit within the hopeful, amelioration-fo-
cused histories that are so often professed. To attend to the stories of  failure and 
disappointment in the historiography of  black migration, I believe, is to tell a story 
“from inside the circle” and to “learn from what they know.”107 
How may these symbolic historical designations classifying black migration 
to Canada—a fluid frontier; a gloryland; a home for freedom seekers; a River Jordan; 
an Underground Railroad—possibly obscure the terminus, fully, as a site of  ongoing 
captivity and disappear the border as an oscillating site of  violence for black mi-
grants in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries?108 Simply, how are these desig-
nations critically incomplete as descriptors for encapsulating the history of  black 
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Additionally, Canadian legal scholar Constance Backhouse and historian James 
Walker have similarly written that Jim Crow practices of  white terror, racial segre-
gation, and exclusion akin to those in the US were practiced within nearly every 
Canadian institution in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. See Constance 
Backhouse, Colour-Coded: A Legal History of  Racism in Canada, 1900–1950 (Toronto: 
University of  Toronto Press, 1999); James Walker, “Race,” Rights, and the Law. See 
also Whitfield, “The African Diaspora in Atlantic Canada,” 217. In this recent, in-
valuable historiographical essay, Whitfield argues that the large body of  scholarship 
on black Loyalists in the Maritimes has “made it easy for scholars and the general 
public to forget the dynamic and powerful history and historiography of  slavery in 
Atlantic Canada.” 
